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Overview
❖ We will learn how to extract Fermi LAT data and prepare 

for analysis with the Science Tools

❖ Data Access:

- File types 
- Event classes
- Obtaining the data 
- Preparing the data for analysis

❖ Science Tools:

- What are Science Tools?
- Documentation
- Execution modes
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Data Access 
File Types:

❖ Event file

- Photon files: contain all information needed to perform science 
analysis

- Extended fils: contain additional information about each photon. 
Not necessary for most science analysis

❖ Spacecraft pointing and livetime history file: 

- Contains info about the spacecraft (the LAT to be more specific) 
position and orientation in 30 seconds intervals

- Used to make time cuts on events based on Good Time Intervals 
(GTIs)
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Event Classes

❖ There are three classes available in both types of event 
files:

- Transient: Loose quality definition. Likely some background 
contamination

- Source: Tighter quality cuts. Typically included in transient 
analyses

- Diffuse: Tightest background rejection cuts. Highest 
probability of being a photon. Used for most analyses. 
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Data Access
❖ All Fermi LAT data products are 

available on the Fermi Science 
Support Center (FSSC) page:
 <http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/ssc/LAT/LATDataQuery.cgi>

❖ On this page user can select a 
region of the sky around a given 
object. 
- User can specify either the name of the 

object or its coordinates.
- Select on the radius of the region of 

interest (ROI)
- Specify start and stop times for the 

observation dates
- Specify an energy range
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Data Selection
❖ We will extract data in a 

10 degree radius around 
the CTA1 pulsar 
(RA = 1.7656, DEC = 73.02552). 

❖ Leaving the date and 
energy range fields empty 
will retrieve all data 
available in the 100 MeV 
- 300 GeV range

❖ We are interested in the 
photon data and 
spacecraft data files. 
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Data Selection
❖ You will get a page like this 

which summarizes your query 
and gives an estimated time for 
your data to be ready to 
download

❖ You can retrieve this same data 
in the future using the unique 
query number assigned to this 
one query. L100422162532E0D2F37E35 
in this case

❖ To access this query in the future 
just go to:
<http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/ssc/LAT/
QueryResults.cgi

> 
and use the query #
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Data Selection
❖ If you click on the link in 

the query summary page 
you will get the requested 
files.
- Files tagged with the PH## 

string are the photon events 
files

- Space craft file is tagged 
with the SC string

❖ Download the files
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Weekly Files
❖ Often one is interested in multiple regions of the sky and would 

like to keep an all sky data files handy on the cluster. 

❖ The easy way to do this is to download the weekly files already 
merged from the FSSC.
- <http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/ssc/LAT/WeeklyFiles.cgi>

❖ The weekly files contain only the “Diffuse” class photon events 

❖ Weekly spacecraft files are also available

❖ An easy way to get these files is using wget:

❖ This will download all weekly files (spacecraft, photon, and 
skymap images)

$wget -m -P . -nH --cut-dirs=4 -np http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/FTP/
fermi/data/lat/weekly/
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Science Tools
❖ Developed by the Fermi LAT team and is available on the FSSC 

website:
- < http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/ >

❖ Documentation at< http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/ >:
- Cicerone <http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/>: 

Describes the full Fermi Science Tools. It is a detailed description of the 
analysis environment and its methodology. 

- Reference manual < http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/references.html> :
Detailed description of each tool

- Analysis threads < http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/ >:
Cookbook examples of some common analyses

❖ User contributed S/W:
- < http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/user/ >
- Any body can contribute! FSSC is in no way responsible for this S/W 
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Science Tools
❖ A list of all available Science Tools:

< http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/overview.html >
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Science Tools
❖ Execution:

- Interactive: 
❖ User will be asked for parameter entries on the command line
❖ Allows for access of some parameters of the tool. No access for 

hidden parameters

- Command line style:
❖ Allows access for all parameters of a given tool.
❖ Useful for scripting
❖
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$ gtselect 
Input FT1 file[@events.txt] 
Output FT1 file[FT1.fits] 
RA for new search center (degrees) (0:360) [0] 1.7565
Dec for new search center (degrees) (-90:90) [0] 73.02552
radius of new search region (degrees) (0:180) [180] 10
start time (MET in s) (0:) [0] 239557417
end time (MET in s) (0:) [0] 293543047
lower energy limit (MeV) (0:) [100] 
upper energy limit (MeV) (0:) [300000] 
maximum zenith angle value (degrees) (0:180) [180] 105

$gtselect infile=@events.txt outfile=FT1.fits ra=1.7565 dec=73.02552 rad=10.0 tmin=239557417 tmax=293543047 emin=100 
emax=300000 evclsmin=3 evclsmax=3 zmax=105
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FITS Format Data Files
❖ Standard file format for astronomical data

❖ FITS stands for Flexible Image Transport System

❖ Designed to store scientific data sets consisting of multi-
dimensional arrays such as:

- 1-D spectra
- 2-D images
- 3-D data cubes
- Tables containing rows and columns of data

❖ In addition to data stored FITS files contain “metadata” 
which is a list of information about the data set 
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FITS Data Files

❖ One can look at what is inside a 
FITS file with fv:
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$fv L100422151847E0D2F37E30_PH00.fits 

Extensions

485517 Events24 Event parameters

extension header

Contains helpful information about the data 
such as the energy cuts, start and stop times, 
and info about the ROI
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FITS Files

15

Data table
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Preparing The Data 
❖ After you have downloaded the data from the FSSC server 

there are some necessary steps to prepare your data for the 
analysis:

1. Select the event class suitable for your type of analysis. In most 
cases you want to select the “Diffuse” class event. This is done with 
gtselect

2. Exclude “bad” time intervals with gtmktime. 
3. If you got more than one event file, like in our case, you could either 

merge all these files on one event file to use in your analysis or you 
could use a list of these files. 

4. Files from the FSSC are not time ordered. It is a good practice to 
time order these files especially before performing pulsar analysis. 
This will make some of the Science Tools run much faster. This is 
done with ftsort or fsort
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1. Selecting Event Class
❖ So now we have four event files that we just downloaded 

from the FSSC. We will select only “Diffuse”

❖ We will first make a list of these files and store it in a text 
file:
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$ls 
L100422151847E0D2F37E30_PH00.fits
L100422151847E0D2F37E30_PH01.fits
L100422151847E0D2F37E30_PH02.fits
L100422151847E0D2F37E30_PH03.fits
L100422151847E0D2F37E30_PH04.fits
L100422151847E0D2F37E30_SC00.fits

$ls -1 L100422151847E0D2F37E30_PH0* > events.txt 
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1. Selecting Event Class Cont’d
❖ By default, gtselect prompts for cuts on:

- Time
- Energy
- Position (RA,Dec,radius)
- Maximum Zenith Angle

❖ However, by using hidden parameters (or the 'Show Advanced Parameters' check 
box in GUI mode), you can also make cuts on:
- Minimum event class ID
- Maximum event class ID
- Minimum pulse phase
- Maximum pulse phase

❖ Selection on event class is done through the evclsmin and evclsmax hidden 
parameters
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$gtselect infile=@events.txt outfile=FT1.fits ra=1.7565 
dec=73.02552 rad=10.0 tmin=239557417 tmax=293543047 
emin=100 emax=300000 evclsmin=3 evclsmax=3 zmax=105
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2. Good Time Intervals
❖ A GTI is a time range in which the data collected is 

considered to be valid. 

❖ Why would that happen:

- Dead time 
- Additional cuts, especially on the zenith angle, might mean that the 

source will not be in FOV
- Space craft problems(SIUs).

❖ gtmktime will update the GTI extension in the events file 

❖ GTIs are used by Science Tools to calculate the exposure 
for a given observation

19
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2. Good Time Intervals Cont’d
❖ Parameters to use with gtmktime:

- DATA_QUAL: Data quality flag in spacecraft files 
(use DATA_QUAL == 1)

- IN_SAA: Was FERMI in the Southern Atlantic Anomaly region, if 
yes then discard events from this time period 
(use IN_SAA!=T)

- LAT_CONFIG: Configuration of the spacecraft. 
(use LAT_CONFIG == 1 for science intended data)

- ROCK_ANGLE: Angle range at which the spacecraft “rocks” in its 
survey mode. 
 (use ABS(ROCK_ANGLE)<52)

❖ Overall expression will be:
- DATA_QUAL==1 && LAT_CONFIG==1 && 
ABS(ROCK_ANGLE)<52 && IN_SAA!=T

20
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2. Good Time Intervals Cont’d

21

$ gtmktime 
Spacecraft data file[]L100422151847E0D2F37E30_SC00.fits 
Filter expression[] DATA_QUAL==1 && LAT_CONFIG==1 && 
ABS(ROCK_ANGLE)<52 && IN_SAA!=T
Apply ROI-based zenith angle cut[yes] 
Event data file[]FT1.fits
Output event file name[]FT1_gtmktime.fits

Applies zenith angle based on the 
value from gtselect (105 deg. in 
this case)
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2. Good Time Intervals Cont’d
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Original file

gtmktime file

Number of events decreased
Number of GTIs increased

❖ The increase in the numbers of GTIs is due to the fact that after 
applying the cuts the original GTIs were split into smaller 
intervals. 
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3. Time Ordering

❖ To time order events in a given event file we will use the 
ftsort tool:

❖ The time ordering is done over the TIME parameter in the 
events file

❖ The file (FT1_gtmktime_sorted.fits) is the new file we will be 
using
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$ ftsort FT1_gtmktime.fits FT1_gtmktime_sorted.fits TIME 
clobber=yes
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